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DESCRIPTION
BACKGROUND

[0001] When a worksite may have potentially hazardous elements, such as high noise levels, 
hazardous materials or chemicals, or dangerous equipment, personal protection equipment 
(PPE) may be required for a user to enter the worksite. PPE may include ear muffs, hard hats, 
helmets, boots, goggles, gloves, suits, hoods, gas detectors, protective clothing, hearing 
protection, bibs, coveralls, safety vests, gas detectors, respiration systems, among other PPE 
devices. A user may be required to wear multiple PPE devices when entering a work site.

[0002] US2012/256742 discloses a system and method for monitoring personal protection 
items of a healthcare worker (gloves, gown, mask and respirator), using a user badge which 
stores data representing items worn by a worker, wirelessly communicating with the badge 
before the worker enters a patient zone (such as a patient room, bed area or exam table 
area), to see whether the worker has the required items. US2013/332184 discloses systems 
and methods for reducing the incidence of healthcare-associated infections (HAIs) which 
empower and educate patients and their advocates, while providing proximate (and in some 
cases, real-time) feedback to health care workers (HCWs) regarding their compliance with 
known protocols that reduce the risk of healthcare-associated infections. US2009/040014 
discloses systems and methods for detecting and verifying the adequacy of personal protective 
equipment needed by a person to complete a potentially hazardous task.

SUMMARY

[0003] The invention is set out in accordance with the appended claims. Aspects of the 
disclosure may include embodiments of a method for monitoring personal protection 
equipment (PPE) compliance comprising assigning one or more PPE device to a user, wherein 
each of the PPE devices comprises a sensor module; assigning a personalized user 
identification (ID) module to a user; receiving, by the user ID module, information from the 
sensor module via wireless communication; determining whether the PPE device is active 
based on the information received from the sensor module; when the PPE device is 
determined to be active, sending, by the user ID, information to a supervisor console indicating 
PPE compliance; displaying, by the supervisor console, that the PPE status is compliant; when 
the PPE device is determined to be inactive, sending, by the user ID, information to the 
supervisor console indicating PPE noncompliance; displaying, by the supervisor console, that 
the PPE status is noncompliant; and taking corrective action, by the supervisor, to ensure PPE 
compliance.

[0004] In some embodiments, the sensor module comprises a motion sensor. In some 
embodiments, determining whether the PPE devices is active comprising receiving motion 
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detection information from the sensor module. In some embodiments, the method may further 
comprise repeating at least part of the method for each PPE device that is worn by the user, 
wherein the supervisor console is operable to display information from each of the PPE 
devices. In some embodiments, the method may further comprise repeating the method for 
multiple users that are monitored by the supervisor, wherein the supervisor console is operable 
to display information from the multiple users. In some embodiments, the user ID module 
communicates with the sensor module via Bluetooth. In some embodiments, the user ID 
module comprises a user ID card that is worn by the user at all times while they are in the work 
site. In some embodiments, the method may further comprise mapping the assigned PPE 
devices for each worker with the user ID module for that worker and saving this information to 
a server. In some embodiments, the method may further comprise repeating at least part of 
the method when a user enters a new work site. In some embodiments, the method may 
further comprise attaching the sensor modules to each of the PPE devices that will be used in 
the work site, before the PPE devices are worn by a user. In some embodiments, the PPE 
devices comprise one or more of the following: ear muffs, hard hats, helmets, boots, goggles, 
gloves, suits, hoods, gas detectors, protective clothing, hearing protection, bibs, coveralls, 
safety vests, gas detectors, and respiration systems. In some embodiments, the method may 
further comprise processing, by the supervisor console, the information from the user ID to 
generate a personalized alert for the supervisor indicating noncompliance for that particular 
user and that particular PPE device. In some embodiments, the user ID communicates 
wirelessly with each sensor module that is attached to a PPE device worn by the user, wherein 
the user ID may receive information from all of the sensor modules.

[0005] Additional aspects of the disclosure may include embodiments of a method for 
monitoring PPE compliance comprising assigning one or more PPE device to a user, wherein 
each of the PPE devices comprises a sensor module, and wherein the sensor module 
comprises a motion sensor; assigning a personalized user ID module to a user; receiving, by 
the user ID module, information from the sensor module via wireless communication; 
associating, by the sensor module, the information from the sensor module with the PPE 
device attached to the sensor module; associating, by the user ID, the information received by 
the user ID module with a user identifier; determining whether the PPE device is active based 
on the information received from the sensor module, wherein the PPE device is determined to 
be active when motion is detected by the sensor module; when the PPE device is determined 
to be active, sending, by the user ID, information to a supervisor console indicating PPE 
compliance; displaying, by the supervisor console, that the PPE status is compliant, using the 
associated PPE device and associated user identifier to determine how to display the 
information; when the PPE device is determined to be inactive, sending, by the user ID, 
information to the supervisor console indicating PPE noncompliance; displaying, by the 
supervisor console, that the PPE status is noncompliant, using the associated PPE device and 
associated user identifier to determine how to display the information; and taking corrective 
action, by the supervisor, to ensure PPE compliance.

[0006] In some embodiments, the method may further comprise repeating at least part of the 
method for each PPE device that is worn by the user, wherein the supervisor console is 
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operable to display information from each of the PPE devices. In some embodiments, the 
method may further comprise repeating the method for multiple users that are monitored by 
the supervisor, wherein the supervisor console is operable to display information from the 
multiple users.

[0007] Disclosed but not claimed are embodiments of a PPE compliance monitoring system 
comprising one or more PPE devices worn by a user; one or more sensor modules attached to 
the one or more PPE devices; a user ID module that is associated with the user, wherein the 
user ID module is operable to communicate wirelessly with the one or more sensor modules; 
and a supervisor console operable to receive, process, and display information from the user 
ID module, wherein the user ID module is operable to receive information from the one or 
more sensor modules; determine whether the sensor module detects that the attached PPE 
device is active; and communicate information to the supervisor console indicating that the 
PPE device is active or inactive.

[0008] In some embodiments, the supervisor console may be operable to receive information 
from multiple users. In some embodiments, the PPE devices may comprise one or more of the 
following: ear muffs, hard hats, helmets, boots, goggles, gloves, suits, hoods, gas detectors, 
protective clothing, hearing protection, bibs, coveralls, safety vests, gas detectors, and 
respiration systems. In some embodiments, the user ID module comprises a user ID card that 
is worn by the user at all times while they are in the work site.

[0009] These and other features will be more clearly understood from the following detailed 
description taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings and claims.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0010] For a more complete understanding of the present disclosure, reference is now made 
to the following brief description, taken in connection with the accompanying drawings and 
detailed description, wherein like reference numerals represent like parts.

FIG. 1 illustrates a PPE compliance monitoring system according to an embodiment of the 
disclosure;

FIG. 2A illustrates a PPE compliance monitoring system according to an embodiment of the 
disclosure;

FIG. 2B illustrates a detailed view of a supervisor console according to an embodiment of the 
disclosure;

FIG. 3 illustrates a detailed view of a user ID module according to an embodiment of the 
disclosure;

FIG. 4 illustrates a detailed view of a sensor module according to an embodiment of the
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disclosure; and

FIG. 5 illustrates a method for monitoring PPE compliance according to an embodiment of the 
disclosure.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0011] It should be understood at the outset that although illustrative implementations of one 
or more embodiments are illustrated below, the disclosed systems and methods may be 
implemented using any number of techniques, whether currently known or not yet in existence. 
The disclosure should in no way be limited to the illustrative implementations, drawings, and 
techniques illustrated below, but may be modified within the scope of the appended claims 
along with their full scope of equivalents.

[0012] The following brief definition of terms shall apply throughout the application:

The term "comprising" means including but not limited to, and should be interpreted in the 
manner it is typically used in the patent context;

The phrases "in one embodiment," "according to one embodiment," and the like generally 
mean that the particular feature, structure, or characteristic following the phrase may be 
included in at least one embodiment of the present invention, and may be included in more 
than one embodiment of the present invention (importantly, such phrases do not necessarily 
refer to the same embodiment);

If the specification describes something as "exemplary" or an "example," it should be 
understood that refers to a non-exclusive example;

The terms "about" or approximately" or the like, when used with a number, may mean that 
specific number, or alternatively, a range in proximity to the specific number, as understood by 
persons of skill in the art field; and

If the specification states a component or feature "may," "can," "could," "should," "would," 
"preferably," "possibly," "typically," "optionally," "for example," "often," or "might" (or other such 
language) be included or have a characteristic, that particular component or feature is not 
required to be included or to have the characteristic. Such component or feature may be 
optionally included in some embodiments, or it may be excluded.

[0013] Embodiments of the disclosure include methods and systems for monitoring PPE 
compliance. In any industry with potentially hazardous environments, compliance with PPE 
standards is necessary to save lives, prevent harm, meet regulations, and avoid costly 
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insurance claims. Typically, solutions for determining compliance involve passive, complicated 
installation and maintenance systems, which may not provide real-time compliance 
information, for example to a supervisor. Current solutions may require that the supervisor 
visually oversee a workplace to ensure compliance.

[0014] Applicants propose a system for real-time PPE compliance monitoring that comprises 
the use of sensory detection to indicate if a PPE is worn or not. The sensory detection may 
comprise motion detection. Additionally, the system may provide information to a supervisor 
dynamically. Motion detectors may be attached to, or incorporated into, PPE devices, wherein 
the motion detectors may communicate wirelessly with a personal ID card worn by the user. 
Additionally, information from the motion detectors may be ultimately communicated to a 
supervisor console, and possibly stored for future reference. Existing PPE devices may be 
tagged with motion detectors, and therefore retrofitted into the system.

[0015] In some embodiments, the system may also be operable to find abnormal behavior and 
alert the supervisor of the abnormality. For example, if the PPE is a respirator, the acceptable 
levels of airflow in the respirator may be measured, and a device may trigger an alarm if the 
airflow is out of the expected range of air flow, signifying distress. In another example, if the 
PPE is a gas detector, when the gas level measurement is beyond an acceptable level, this 
may trigger a distress call to the supervisor signifying imminent danger. This may allow the 
supervisor to keep track of the health of all the PPEs a single window and receive alerts for any 
anomalies.

[0016] Referring now to FIG. 1, a system 100 is shown, wherein the system 100 comprises a 
wireless communication network which may be implemented within a facility. The system 100 
may comprise a central router 122, wherein wireless communication between the elements of 
the system 100 are facilitated and passed through the central router 122. In some 
embodiments, the system 100 may comprise one or more local wireless hubs 120, operable to 
communicate with devices in the facility that are within the range of the local wireless hub 120. 
In some embodiments, the local wireless hubs 120 may be spaced to allow for wireless 
communication throughout the facility, such as on different floors, and/or different areas of the 
facility. In some embodiments, the system 100 may comprise a user system 102, wherein the 
user system 102 comprises devices worn or carried by the user. The user system 102 may 
comprise a personalized ID card 110, wherein the ID card 110 comprises wireless 
communication capabilities, and comprises personal information for the user, such as name, ID 
number, etc. The user system 102 may also comprise one or more PPE devices 104, 106, 
108, wherein each of the PPE devices may comprise a motion detector 105, 107, 109 attached 
to or incorporated into the PPE device. PPE devices may comprise ear muffs, hard hats, 
helmets, boots, goggles, gloves, suits, hoods, gas detectors, protective clothing, hearing 
protection, bibs, coveralls, safety vests, gas detectors, respiration systems, among other PPE 
devices.

[0017] The motion detectors 105, 107, 109 of the PPE devices 104, 106, 108 may indicate that 
the PPE device is in motion, and therefore that the PPE device is being worn by the user. The 
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PPE devices 104, 106, and 108 may communicate this information to the ID card 110, wherein 
the ID card 110 may associate the information with a user identifier. Then, the information may 
be communicated via the local wireless hub(s) 120 and the central router 122 to a supervisor 
console 130, wherein the information may be processed and displayed by the supervisor 
console 130. A supervisor may use the information displayed by the supervisor console 130 to 
ensure that the user is meeting PPE compliance, i.e. that the required PPE devices 104, 106, 
108 are being worn by the user, as indicated by the motion detectors 105, 107, 109 of the PPE 
devices.

[0018] FIG. 2A illustrates an exemplary embodiment of a user system 202 in communication 
with a supervisor console 230. The supervisor console 230 may comprise a tablet, mobile 
device, computer, or other device operable to receive and display information to the 
supervisor. The supervisor console 230 may comprise wireless communication capabilities. 
The user system 202 comprises a personalized user ID card 210, which may be associated 
with a specific user, and may comprise user information such as names, ID number, work 
area(s), job title, required PPE, etc. The user system 202 may also comprise a plurality of PPE 
devices, such as ear muffs 204, hard hat 206, boots 208, googles 210 and gloves 212. These 
are exemplary embodiments of PPE that may be worn by the user, but other PPE devices may 
also be included in the user system 202 such as helmets, suits, hoods, gas detectors, 
protective clothing, hearing protection, bibs, coveralls, safety vests, gas detectors, respiration 
systems, among other PPE devices. In some embodiments, a sensor module 205 may be 
attached to or incorporated into a PPE device 204, wherein each PPE device 204, 206, 208, 
210, 212 may comprise a sensor module 205, 207, 209, 211, 213 attached to or incorporated 
into the PPE device.

[0019] In some embodiments, the user ID 210 may be enabled to receive wireless 
communication from each of the sensor modules that are attached to the PPE devices. In 
some embodiments, the sensor module 205 may comprise a motion sensor, wherein motion 
detected by the sensor module 205 may indicate that the PPE device 204 is in use. In other 
words, if a PPE device 204 is worn by the user, the user's normal motion would be detected by 
the sensor module 205 of the PPE device 204. The sensor module 205 may communicate 
motion information, which indicates use of the PPE device 204, to the user ID 210. In some 
embodiments, the user ID 210 may wirelessly communicate information to the supervisor 
console 230, and may associate the information with the specific user ID 210. In some 
embodiments, the user ID 210 may receive indications of use, determined by the motion 
information, from each of the PPE devices 204, 206, 208, 210, 212 that are within the range of 
the user ID 210.

[0020] In some embodiments, a user ID 210 may be associated with one or more required 
PPE devices that should be worn by the user, or are assigned to the user, based on the user's 
job and/or location. If a required PPE device does not communicate with the user ID 210, this 
information may be sent to the supervisor console 230, to indicate to the supervisor that the 
user is not in compliance with PPE requirements.
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[0021] FIG. 2B illustrates an exemplary display for a supervisor console 230. In some 
embodiments, the supervisor console 230 may comprise a display showing information 
received from the user ID 210, such as a list of PPE devices in communication with the user ID 
210 (shown in FIG. 2A), a list of assigned or required PPE devices, a list of users that are 
communicating information to the console, etc. The matrix of information shown by the display 
may alert the supervisor if a required PPE device is not worn by a user, so that steps may be 
taken to ensure that compliance is met by all users. Additionally, the supervisor console 230 
may comprise visual and/or audible alerts for the supervisor if compliance is not met.

[0022] FIG. 3 illustrates a detailed view of a user ID 210, as described in FIG. 2. The user ID 
210 may comprise a wireless receiver 302, a wireless transceiver 304, a microcontroller 306 
operable to communicate with the wireless receiver 302 and transceiver 304, and a power 
source 308 (which may comprise a coin cell battery). In some embodiments, the wireless 
receiver 302 may comprise a Bluetooth receiver, wherein the wireless receiver 302 may be 
operable to receive information from one or more Bluetooth enabled PPE devices. For 
example, the wireless receiver 302 may communicate with a sensor module 205 attached to or 
incorporated into a PPE device (as described above). The microcontroller 306 of the user ID 
210 may receive the information from the sensor module 205 and process that information. In 
some embodiments, the microcontroller 306 may associate the information with user 
identification information. In some embodiments, the microcontroller 306 may forward 
information to the wireless transceiver 304. The wireless transceiver 304 may communicate 
the information with a supervisor console 230, via a wireless network. As described above, the 
supervisor console 230 may display the information received from the user ID 210.

[0023] FIG. 4 illustrates a detailed view of the sensor module 205 which may be attached to or 
incorporated into a PPE device (as described above). The sensor module 205 may comprise a 
motion sensor 410 (such as an accelerometer), a microcontroller 406, a wireless transceiver 
402, and a power source 408 (which may comprise a coin cell battery). In some embodiments, 
the wireless transceiver 402 may comprise a Bluetooth transceiver, wherein the wireless 
transceiver 402 may communicate via Bluetooth with the user ID 210. The microcontroller 406 
may receive information from the sensor 410 and may communicate that information via the 
wireless transceiver 402 to the user ID 210. The user ID 210 may further communicate the 
information to a supervisor console 230, wherein received motion detection may indicate that 
the PPE device associated with the sensor module 205 is being worn by a user.

[0024] In some embodiments, the sensor module 205 may be associated with a specific PPE 
device, and this information may be stored by the microcontroller 406. In some embodiments, 
the microcontroller may receive the motion data and associated with an identifier for the PPE 
device before sending the data to the user ID 210. Then, as described above, the user ID 210 
may associate the data with a user identifier before forwarding the data to the supervisor 
console 230. Therefore, the information displayed by the supervisor console 230 may 
comprise the PPE identity, if motion was detected by the sensor module 205 associated with 
that PPE (thereby indicating that the PPE is worn), and the identity of the user wearing the 
PPE. "Pair" refers to a switch which can link two Bluetooth modules together.
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[0025] FIG. 5 illustrates an exemplary embodiment of a method 500 for monitoring PPE 
compliance in a work site. At step 502, a supervisor may assign one or more PPE devices to 
each user (or worker) at a work site. The PPE devices may be assigned based on the type of 
work that a user may be doing, and the work environment the user will be in. At step 504, each 
user may be assigned a personalized user ID module. This may comprise a user ID card that 
is worn by the user at all times while they are in the work site. At step 506, the set of assigned 
PPE for each worker is mapped with the user ID module and saved to a server. In some 
embodiments, steps 502, 504, and 506 may be completed once for a new user that enters the 
work site. In some embodiments, steps 502, 504, and 506 may be completed every time a 
user moves to a new area of the workplace, to ensure that the assigned PPE devices are in 
compliance with the required PPE devices for each area of the workplace.

[0026] In some embodiments, at step 508, sensor modules may be attached to each of the 
assigned PPE devices. This step may be completed before the PPE devices are worn by a 
user. At step 510, the user may enter the work site, and may scan or swipe their user ID card 
to authenticate the user ID card. Additionally, the supervisor may be notified that the user has 
entered the worksite.

[0027] At step 512, the user ID for each user may communicate wirelessly with each sensor 
module that is attached to a PPE device worn by the user, wherein the user ID may receive 
information from the sensor modules. At step 514, it may be determined if a sensor module 
detects that the PPE devices is active. In some embodiments, detecting that the PPE device is 
active may comprise detecting motion by the sensor module. In some embodiments, step 514 
may be completed for each of the sensor modules attached to each of the PPE devices for 
each of the user.

[0028] If it is determined that the PPE device is active, at step 516, the user ID may 
communicate information to the supervisor console indicating PPE compliance, for that 
particular PPE device. At step 518, the supervisor console may show the PPE status as 
compliant, and the method 500 may repeat from step 512 until the user leaves the worksite.

[0029] If it is determined that the PPE device is not active, at step 520, the user ID may 
communicate information to the supervisor console indicating PPE noncompliance, for that 
particular PPE device. At step 522, the supervisor console may process the information from 
the user ID to generate a personalized alert for the supervisor indicating noncompliance for 
that particular user and that particular PPE device. At step 524, a corrective action may be 
taken by the supervisor to ensure PPE compliance. Then, the method 500 may repeat from 
step 512 until the user leaves the work site.

[0030] In some embodiments, the steps 514-524 may be completed for each PPE devices 
worn by a user, wherein the supervisor console may display information for multiple PPE 
devices. Additionally, the method 500 may be completed for multiple users in a work site, 
wherein the supervisor console may display information for the multiple users.
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[0031] Use of broader terms such as comprises, includes, and having should be understood to 
provide support for narrower terms such as consisting of, consisting essentially of, and 
comprised substantially of. Use of the term "optionally," "may," "might," "possibly," and the like 
with respect to any element of an embodiment means that the element is not required, or 
alternatively, the element is required, both alternatives being within the scope of the 
embodiment(s). Also, references to examples are merely provided for illustrative purposes, 
and are not intended to be exclusive.

REFERENCES CITED IN THE DESCRIPTION

This list of references cited by the applicant is for the reader's convenience only. It does not 
form part of the European patent document. Even though great care has been taken in 
compiling the references, errors or omissions cannot be excluded and the EPO disclaims all 
liability in this regard.
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Patentkrav

1. Fremgangsmåde til overvågning af overensstemmelsen af 
personligt sikkerhedsudstyr (PPE), der omfatter:
tildeling af én eller flere PPE-anordninger (104; 106; 108) 
til en bruger, hvor hver af PPE-anordningerne omfatter et 
sensormodul (105; 107; 109);
tildeling af et personligt brugeridentificeringsmodul (id
modul) (110) til en bruger;
modtagelse, ved bruger-id-modulet, af data fra sensormodulet 
via trådløs kommunikation;
bestemmelse af, om PPE-anordningen er aktiv, på grundlag af de 
data, der er modtaget fra sensormodulet;
når PPE-anordningen er bestemt til at være aktiv, afsendelse 
fra bruger-id-modulet af data til en inspektørkonsol (130), 
der angiver PPE-overensstemmelse;
visning på inspektørkonsollen af, at PPE-statussen stemmer 
overens;
når PPE-anordningen er bestemt til at være inaktiv, afsendelse 
fra bruger-id-modulet af data til inspektørkonsollen, der 
angiver manglende PPE-overensstemmelse;
visning på inspektørkonsollen af, at PPE-statussen stemmer 
ikke overens; og
afhjælpning af fejl ved inspektøren for at sikre PPE- 
overensstemmelse .

2. Fremgangsmåden ifølge krav 1, hvor sensormodulet omfatter 
en bevægelsessensor, og hvor bestemmelsen af, om PPE- 
anordningen er aktiv, omfatter modtagelse af registreringsdata 
fra sensormodulet.

3. Fremgangsmåden ifølge krav 1, der yderligere omfatter 
gentagelse af mindst en del af fremgangsmåden for hver PPE- 
anordning, der bæres af brugeren, hvor inspektørkonsollen kan 
betjenes til at vise data for hver af PPE-anordningerne.

4. Fremgangsmåden ifølge krav 1, der yderligere omfatter 
gentagelse af fremgangsmåden for flere brugere, der overvåges 
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af inspektøren, hvor inspektørkonsollen kan betjenes til at 
vise data fra de flere brugere.

5. Fremgangsmåden ifølge krav 1, hvor bruger-id-modulet 
kommunikerer med sensormodulet via Bluetooth.

6. Fremgangsmåden ifølge krav 1, hvor bruger-id-modulet 
omfatter et bruger-id-kort, som brugeren bærer i al den tid, 
hvor de er på arbejdspladsen.

7. Fremgangsmåden ifølge krav 1, der yderligere omfatter 
tilknytning af de tildelte PPE-anordninger til hver arbejder 
ved hjælp af bruger-id-modulet for den pågældende arbejder, og 
lagring af disse data på en server.

8. Fremgangsmåden ifølge krav 1, der yderligere omfatter 
gentagelse af mindst en del af fremgangsmåden, når en bruger 
træder ind i et nyt arbejdsområde.

9. Fremgangsmåden ifølge krav 1, der yderligere omfatter 
fastgørelse af sensormodulerne til hver af de PPE-anordninger, 
der skal bruges på arbejdspladsen, før PPE-anordningerne bæres 
af en bruger.

10. Fremgangsmåden ifølge krav 1, hvor PPE-anordningerne 
omfatter en eller flere af følgende: øreværn, sikkerhedshjelm, 
hjelme, støvler, briller, handsker, dragter, hætter, 
gasdetektorer, beskyttelsestøj, høreværn, hagesmække, 
kedeldragter, beskyttelsesveste, gasdetektorer og 
åndedrætsværn.

11. Fremgangsmåden ifølge krav 1, der yderligere omfatter 
behandling i inspektørkonsollen af dataene fra bruger-id- 
modulet for at generere en personlig advarsel for inspektøren, 
der angiver en manglende overensstemmelse for den pågældende 
bruger og den pågældende PPE-anordning.

12. Fremgangsmåden ifølge krav 1, hvor bruger-id-modulet 
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kommunikerer trådløst med hvert sensormodul, der er tilknyttet 
til en PPE-anordning, der bæres af brugeren, hvor bruger-id- 
modulet kan modtage data fra alle sensormodulerne.

13. Fremgangsmåden ifølge krav 1, hvor sensormodulet omfatter 
en bevægelsessensor, og hvor fremgangsmåden ifølge krav 1 
yderligere omfatter:
tilknytning ved sensormodulet af dataene fra sensormodulet med 
den PPE-anordning, der er fastgjort til sensormodulet;
tilknytning ved bruger-id'et af de data, der er modtaget af 
bruger-id-modulet, med et bruger-id;
bestemmelse af, om PPE-anordningen er aktiv, på grundlag af de 
data, der er modtaget fra sensormodulet, hvor PPE-anordningen 
bestemmes til at være aktiv, når der registreres bevægelses af 
sensormodulet ;
visning ved inspektørkonsollen af, at PPE-statussen stemmer 
overens ved hjælp af den tilknyttede PPE-anordning og det 
tilknyttede bruger-id til at bestemme, hvordan dataene skal 
vises; og
visning ved inspektørkonsollen af, at PPE-statussen ikke 
stemmer overens ved hjælp af den tilknyttede PPE-anordning og 
det tilknyttede bruger-id til at bestemme, hvordan dataene 
skal vises.

14. Fremgangsmåden ifølge krav 13, der yderligere omfatter 
gentagelse af mindst en del af fremgangsmåden for hver PPE- 
anordning, der bæres af brugeren, hvor inspektørkonsollen kan 
betjenes til at vise data for hver af PPE-anordningerne.

15. Fremgangsmåden ifølge krav 13, der yderligere omfatter 
gentagelse af fremgangsmåden for flere brugere, der overvåges 
af inspektøren, hvor inspektørkonsollen kan betjenes til at 
vise data fra de flere brugere.
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